Thiagu's Blog-Indian Equity Market analysis-11 Nov 20
Major U.S. equity indices have diverged this week and we take a call on the broader markets
based on this divergence using the historical evidence.
There have only been 16 days since the end of 2011 (out of 2230 trading days) when S&P 500
has outperformed the Nasdaq 100 by 1.5%. Out of which we have had two successive days for
the first time this week. Whenever the so called rotation has happened in the past twenty years,
the broader markets have tended to take direction from technology.
In that sense, unless Nasdaq regains 11667 by weekly close we have to stay skeptical of the
overall markets' upside.
Nasdaq has balked at major resistance matching the September peak. In the process, the index
formed a bearish engulfing pattern, the long red bar, engulfing the range of the prior two sessions.
The question now is the aggressiveness of the downside follow-through, or lack
Tactically, familiar support (11,460) is followed by the 50-day moving average, currently 11,304,
and the former breakout point (11,245).
Delving deeper, likely last-ditch support matches the July peak (10,840). A sustained posture
signals a range-bound backdrop, and a bearish intermediate-term bias.
S& P 500 broke through the resistance measured at 3558 in the vaccine euphoria but could not
close above that level on Monday as well as Tuesday. So the technical. Picture continues to
confirm that as 3558 holds, expect a down move which could test 3235 to begin with
Nifty has gone through the historic high with ease and for now 12760 is measured as a tough
resistance break of which is less likely. A down move towards 12535 followed by upward thrust
till 12619 before a down move till 12460 remains likely.
In the bigger picture, the current euphoria might get exhausted soon and when the index closes
below 12535, the assertion could be bolstered.

